
 

Sloan Strengthens Smart Systems Offerings with SC Argus™ Pro  

Pioneering Technology Helps Simplify Facility Maintenance 

FRANKLIN PARK, IL (September 7, 2023) – Sloan, the world’s leading manufacturer of 

commercial plumbing systems, has introduced SC Argus™ Pro, the latest addition to its Smart 

Systems collection. SC Argus Pro allows facility managers to monitor and maintain products 

remotely, leading to reduced water usage, improved sustainability, and a healthier, more hygienic 

restroom environment. 

“At Sloan, we recognize the value that the Internet of Things (IoT) provides to commercial 

restrooms,” said Faye Badger, Sloan Product Line Manager, IoT. “As a fluid way to manage 

facilities, SC Argus Pro is the next step in helping facility managers connect their facility to the 

future.” 

With vital metrics like water usage, battery life, and alarms, SC Argus Pro helps maintenance 

teams better understand the overall status of their facilities while keeping restroom products 

operational. With two-way communication, facility managers can change settings, set hygienic 

line flushes, customize reports, and get a more complete understanding of faucet-to-flushometer 

activation ratios and average handwashing time. 

The SC Argus Pro suite consists of smart products, data bridges, and cloud-based SC Argus 

software that turns collected data into insights viewed through a web browser. The system is 

compatible with a wide range of Sloan smart products, including energy-efficient SOLIS® 

flushometers and high-traffic ETF faucets. SC Argus Pro connects with all Sloan IoT devices for 

easy remote management and employs the latest best practices for end-to-end customer data 

security. 

Sloan’s new innovation is the latest in its efforts to connect the restroom. The previously 

launched Sloan Connect® App provides facility managers, engineers, and more with a Bluetooth 

connection with which they can program fixtures and collect information without ever touching 

the device. 

For more information on SC Argus Pro and additional Sloan connected products, visit 

sloan.com/sc-argus-pro. Follow Sloan on LinkedIn, Facebook, Instagram, and X (formerly 

Twitter) for additional updates. 

### 

About Sloan 

Sloan is the world’s leading manufacturer of commercial plumbing systems and has been in 

operation since 1906. Headquartered in Franklin Park, Illinois, USA, the company is at the 

forefront of the green building movement and provides smart, sustainable, and hygienic restroom 

solutions by manufacturing water-efficient products such as flushometers, electronic faucets, 

sink systems, soap dispensers, and vitreous china fixtures to promote wellness in commercial, 
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industrial, and institutional markets worldwide. Follow Sloan on LinkedIn, Facebook,  

Instagram, X (formerly Twitter), and YouTube. 
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